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[EDITOR’S NOTE]

Concept Stores: Making Malls
Consumer Engagement Centres
If you have ever visited malls in the West, you
would see that they are extremely different from
their Indian counterparts. There is something
trendy everywhere you look, new innovations
implemented cleverly and successfully. One trend
which has come from the West is the Concept Store.
Originally, found on high streets, concept stores
are today the core of shopping malls all over the
world. In India, with the explosion of e-commerce
on the retail scene, malls use these re-imagined
and re-engineered as a means to improvise their
offerings and to rake in the footfalls.
Malls or Consumer Engagement Spaces invest in
experiential retail through concept stores, which
are all about discovery and experience – selling a
carefully curated, unique selection of products that
connect to an overarching theme.
Concept stores began small, with only apparel
stores investing in them, but now almost every
segment of the industry is experimenting. Be it F&B
outlets, apparel & accessories, sports equipment
stores, homewares, and even hypermarts and
supermarts, they all use concept stores to test
innovative ideas which optimise the customer’s
journey. They offer experimental elements such as
a cafés or exhibition spaces, enhancing their appeal
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to shoppers seeking a particular lifestyle.
The August edition of the Shopping Centre News
studies the impact and growth of concept stores in
the Indian Shopping Mall Industry. The issue talks
about mall developers’ definition of the concept
store and the kind of outlets they offer to attract
local shoppers.
Aside from this, the edition talks about Corporate
Social Responsibility and what malls are doing to
abide by it since the mandatory introduction of
spending on CSR brought on by the Companies Act
2013. The feature also discusses how this medium
of helping society is actually becoming a consumer
engagement tool, increasing brand awareness for
the mall.
As always, we hope you find the issue informative
and valuable to your business. Do log on to our
website, www.indiaretailing.com to read more
useful articles and analyses on innovative trends
and developments in the shopping centre industry
on a global stage with an emphasis on India.
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[NATIONAL NEWSMAKERS]

Technology & Visual Merchandising
Remain Top Priorities for Indian Malls
Shopping malls introduce new creative visual merchandising methods to attract more
footfalls in the race to ahead of the rest…
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

Creaticity Introduces a
Kaleidoscope of Colours
Pune’s one-stop home and living mall,
Creaticity has recently brought a VM
installation made out of colour drop fabric
chandeliers to make for their entrance visual
scheme.
This larger than life chandelier structure is
arguably the first of its kind with a height of
20 ft made with three massive metal rings of
15 ft, 11 ft and 7.5 ft respectively. 90 double
bed-sheet length lycra fabric sheets have been

used to depict the colours of the window.
Taking their sensitive approach towards
environment and sustainability forward, the
chandelier has been kept energy-efficient and
eco-friendly. A total of 90 LED bulbs and
1,500 watts each have been used to illuminate
the structure.
Sanadiip Mazzumdar, Head – VM,
Creaticity, explained the VM story saying,
“The installation targets to capture the spirit
of a rainbow as we are approaching monsoon
season. Our core category of the campus
being Home and Living, use of multiple
colours suited. Also, each colour stands for
various human joys like Red for adventure or
the Violet for wisdom, Yellow of inspiration
and Orange adds as the colour of joy. We
encouraged our visitors and shoppers to click
photos in the backdrop of their chosen colour
or the colour that defines them the most!”
Investment: `1.5 lakh (approx.)
Execution: Raj Graphics, Pune

UNIQLO to Enter
India in October
2019 with 3 Stores in
Delhi
Japanese global apparel retailer, UNIQLO,
has announced a strategic rollout plan for its
foray into India this fall. Given the size and fast
growth of the Indian market, the brand, for
the first time, will be launching three separate
stores. The first of three UNIQLO stores will
open in October 2019 in New Delhi.
“We are committed to the Indian market
and are very excited to be launching our first
three stores in Delhi, a region that embraces
diversity and culture, from art and design to
craftmanship and fashion. The opening of our
first store, UNIQLO Ambience Mall Vasant
Kunj, followed by a second and third store a
little later, represents a significant step in our
company’s global strategy. We look forward to
offering our high-quality, affordable LifeWear
apparel to the people of India,” said Tadashi
Yanai, UNIQLO Founder and Chairman,
President & CEO, Fast Retailing.
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[THOUGHT LEADERSHIP]

MALLS SHOULD BE SOCIAL SPACES, NOT
RETAIL REAL ESTATE STRUCTURES: SCAI
SCAI will aim to play an anchor’s role in the evolution of the Indian
shopping centre industry and to consolidate the entity of the individual
shopping centre, helping it merge into the larger society as an institution
of importance…
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

From L to R: Rajneesh Mahajan, CEO, Inorbit Malls; Mukesh Kumar, CEO,
Infiniti Malls; Abhishek Bansal, ED, Pacific India and Yogeshwar Sharma,
CEO & ED, Select CITYWALK

S

hopping Centres
Association of India
(SCAI)Board of Directors’
meeting hosted by
Select CITYWALK, was held in
Delhi on August 9, 2019. In its
inaugural SCAI North India meet,
26 members from the northern
region gathered to discuss
the role, aim and initiatives
of the organisation. The twohour session was attended by
SCAI Board of Directors, SCAI
members as well as retail real
estate leaders and shopping mall
developers.

What is SCAI?
SCAI, a non-profit organisation,
was set up with the vision to
engage in and encourage the
development of the Shopping
Centre Industry in India, by
equipping it with the requisite
knowledge base and operational
skills to enable it to assume
its rightful place in society, the

economy, and the world. The
agenda of SCAI is to create the
image of shopping malls as a
social centre or community hub.
In the meeting, SCAI proposed
that shopping centres should be
treated as social spaces and not
just real estate malls.

The Purpose of SCAI
SCAI aims to play an anchor’s
role in the evolution of the Indian
Shopping Centre Industry. It
will consolidate the entity of
individual shopping centres,
helping them merge into the
larger society as an institution of
importance. The association aims
to achieve this by:
Work with retail industry
stakeholders to increase
consumption
Advocacy & industry
representation with
government and policymakers
Focused research into the
architecture, aesthetic and

From L to R: Uddhav Poddar, MD, Bhumika Group; Mukesh Kumar; Abhishek
Bansal and Dinaz Madhukar, Senior VP, DLF Luxury Retail & Hospitality

design aspects
Training on centre
management, marketing and
promotion
Support Upcoming Centres
Identify new avenues &
techniques for growth

Agenda of the Meeting
The agenda of the meeting was:
Industry Issues & the Benefits
of Strengthening SCAI:
Discussion with Shopping
Centre representatives

Challenges faced by Shopping
Centres in North India.
Initiatives taken by SCAI so
far and what more needs to be
done as an industry body.
Issues that need to be taken
up with the appropriate
authorities within the city or
state and in some cases with
the Central authorities.
To layout the road map of
activities to be undertaken by
the company in the upcoming
financial year including the

INITIATIVES TAKEN BY SCAI
2010-11 - Fought on Development Control Rules (DCR)
amendment bill in Mumbai
2011-14 – Fought on Open Access case with MSEDCL for Malls
in Maharashtra
Filed a case against Parking issues with the Telangana
government
Filed intervention applications against parking issues in
Gujarat and Maharashtra High Courts
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[RETAIL DESTINATION]

D

elhi’s Select CITYWALK, one
of India’s most recognised and
highly felicitated shopping
centres, is planning to take the
shopping experience one notch higher by
adding additional 15 percent area.
Explaining how the mall is planning to
utilise the space, CEO & Executive Director,
Select CITYWALK, Yogeshwar Sharma
says, “We will be focusing on expanding
categories like ethnic and sports which are
missing in the mall. We will also be adding
more F&B options.” Earlier, F&B used to
occupy 12 percent of the total portfolio of
the mall. Recently, it was increased to 15-16
percent and now the mall authorities are
planning to increase it to 18-20 percent.
Apart from this, fast-fashion retailer Zara –
which has its best-performing store in Select
CITYWALK – is also looking forward to
expanding its area by 50 percent.
“Most brands always ask for additional
area to expand their stores. However,
before allotting more space to the brand, we
evaluate the additional value that it is adding
to the mall. For example: Instead of giving
20,000 sq.ft. area to upcoming brand Uniqlo,
we opted for giving the area to 20 different
brands,” says Sharma.

SELECT CITYWALK: MAKING
SHOPPING AN EXPERIENCE
TO REMEMBER
This year, Select CITYWALK will be focusing on expanding
categories like ethnic wear and sports stores which are
missing in the mall, while also adding more F&B options…

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Our shoppers are young (average age <30)
65 percent come from SEC A, 40 percent
from SEC A1 and 26 percent from SEC B1
Well-educated with high disposable
incomes
3/4th plan out their visits
Around 80 percent come along with atleast
one more shopper and 76 percent come
with their friends
73 percent visit twice or more in a month

By Charu Lamba

“We will be focusing on expanding categories like ethnic and sports which
are missing in the mall. We will also be adding more F&B options.”
YOGESHWAR SHARMA

CEO & Executive Director, Select CITYWALK
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[COVER STORY]

CONCEPT STORES:
BRINGING INNOVATIVE IDEAS, EXPERIENCES
TO INDIAN MALLS
The concept store is, by definition, a place where new ideas are put together in a
bid to enhance the shopper experience and sell more products. In addition, many
concept stores offer experimental elements such as a café or exhibition space,
enhancing their appeal to those shoppers seeking a particular lifestyle…
By Sandeep Kumar

DEFINITION:
CONCEPT STORE
A concept store is all
about discovery and
experience – selling
a carefully curated,
unique selection of
products that connect
to an overarching
theme.
Handpicked products
are pulled together
from different brands
and designers, and
they usually span
different lines, such
as fashion, beauty and
homewares.
Retailers and brands
use concept stores to
test innovative ideas
which optimise the
customer’s in-store
journey.

T

he Indian retail real
estate market is hugely
influence by the West
and hence, it won’t be
wrong to say that the shopping
mall culture in India is a gift
from the West. The design of
the mall, events organised by
the mall, zoning – retail, dining,
entertainment, play areas,
activity zones – are all inspired by
malls in American and European
markets. When studying malls in
terms of themes, technology and
digitalisation, India look towards
the West in a bid to understand,
learn and implement similar

ideas in malls in India.
One great idea which India
took from the west and moulded
according to Indian consumer
demands, was the ‘concept store’.

What are Concept
Stores?
In layman terms, a concept store
is a store which offers something
unique, aside from just bring an
outlet which sells items. They
are stores which surprise the
customer and grab his attention
using the façade, the theme, the
visual appearance, the lighting,
ambiance and even the products.

They make their consumers
curious by acting as inspirational
spaces where one can discover
new products and places making
it an aspirational lifestyle
platform.
The concept store is, by
definition, a place where new
ideas are put together in a bid to
enhance the shopper experience
and sell more products. In
addition, many concept stores
offer experimental elements such
as a café or exhibition space,
enhancing their appeal to those
shoppers seeking a particular
lifestyle.

With the explosion of
e-commerce on the retail scene,
malls are improvising to rake in
the footfalls by re-imagining and
re-engineering themselves as
‘Consumer Engagement Spaces’.
They are investing in experiential
retail through the introduction of
concept stores.
The traditional Indian concept
store is a shop that sells a
carefully curated selection of
products that connect to an
over-arching theme, philosophy
or lifestyle. Usually, these stores
have a certain target audience
and mostly they handpick the
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[RESEARCH]

MMR TO SEE NEARLY 13.6 MILLION SQ. FT. OF NEW
MALL SPACE BY 2022
Despite increasing vacancy levels – from 12.60 percent in 2017 to 16 percent in 2018 – MMR will have
maximum mall supply among all top cities and of the total mall supply, Mumbai comprises 82 percent
share, Navi Mumbai 17 percent…
By Anuj Kejriwal, MD & CEO – ANAROCK Retail

offering a more wholesome
‘experience’ instead of merely
shopping. Mumbai’s high-end
shopping markets are clearly
aspiring to become unique
shopping and entertainment
destinations. This is very visible
in prominent high street market
like Andheri-Kurla Road, Pali
Hills, Bandra West, Kala Ghoda
and Powai. These high streets
have also seen a phenomenal
increase in fine-dining restaurant
launches.
However, retailers find coping
with the high monthly rentals at
Mumbai’s high-end high streets
challenging. In comparison to
malls, the average monthly rental
values are much higher in these
key high street markets and
range between `320/sq. ft./month
and `480/ sq. ft./month.

M

MR has been
one of the major
retail hubs in the
country with most
brands, big and small, eyeing
to capture a piece of this vital
market. The unrelenting demand
for more retail space in the
financial capital has prompted
mall developers to boost their
development pipeline. As per
ANAROCK data, nearly 13.6
million sq. ft. of new mall space
is likely to come up in the entire
MMR by 2022.
Of this total new supply,
Mumbai accounts for a massive
82 percent share, followed by 17
percent in Navi Mumbai. The
top organized retail destinations
in Mumbai include Andheri,
Bandra, Worli and Borivali,
among others. The sizes of malls

in the major micro markets are
small, ranging between 1 lakh sq.
ft. to 6 lakh sq. ft.
In Navi Mumbai, the prominent
areas are Ghansoli and Jui Nagar.
New upcoming retail supply in
Navi Mumbai consists of malls
sized between 5 lakh sq. ft. to 10
lakh sq. ft.
The average monthly retail
rentals in entire MMR currently
stand at about INR 140/sq. ft.
Mall vacancy levels stood at 16
percent in 2018 as against 12.60
percent in 2017. Despite the rise
in the vacancy levels, there is
ample new supply coming up in
the region.
Interestingly, the vacancy levels
in MMR are lower than in its
major counterpart NCR, where
average vacancy levels stood

at 18.2 percent in 2018 while
average rentals hovered around
INR 137/sq. ft. In terms of new
mall supply too, MMR races
ahead of NCR with the latter
likely to see new addition of
approx. 7 million sq. ft. space by
2022 - almost half of the total
upcoming supply in entire MMR.

High Street Hotspots in
MMR
Mumbai is home to some of
the most prominent high street
markets in the country. While
multiple malls have opened
across the region and are
performing well, both high street
retail and malls have their own
unique clientele and trend quite
differently.
However, high street retailers
are now replicating malls by

Prominent High
Street Markets

Avg. Monthly
Rentals INR /
Sq. ft. (Q2 2019)

Andheri-Kurla Road

320

Pali Hills

350

Bandra West

400

Kala Ghoda

480

Powai

450

Source: ANAROCK Research

At such rentals, business
sustainability on Mumbai’s
high-end high streets is a major
concern even for prominent
brands - many players stay
put solely because of their
high-value clients. High street
retailers also need to obtain a
series of approvals from various
government authorities to set
up shop. In contrast, most malls
have all requisite approvals in
place and retailers can start
operations immediately.
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[MALL CULTURE]

SYNERGY BETWEEN RETAIL REAL
ESTATE AND MODERN RETAIL GROWTH
India’s retail sector has been undergoing structural changes for the
last two decades. Shopping malls, lined with specialty retailers,
started dotting the retail markets of the country’s top cities during
the mid-1990s. Since then, the ‘mall culture’ gradually pervaded the
population, especially in the metros and mini-metros, heralding the
beginning of the modern retail movement in India.
By Samantak Das, Chief Economist & National Director- Research and Ankita
Nimbekar, Lead consultant, Research, Knight Frank.

India modern retail evolution
The pace of mall construction was moderate during the first five to seven years and gained
substantial momentum after that. The impact of the global financial crisis on the Indian
economy in 2008 and 2009 checked this pace, and this trend continues today. The next big
wave that has changed the skyline of the retail sector in India and accelerated the presence of
modern retail is e-tailing, or the sale of products and services through the internet, telephone
and television. This trend started in 2010 and has become prominent in the last three years. We
believe that the modern retail segment in India will be driven by e-tailing as well as the brickand-mortar modern retail format through an integrated approach.
Another trend that is becoming conspicuous since the last couple of years is the
transformation of non-modern stores in shopping streets into modern formats. This trend is
likely to gain momentum in times to come because of the prevailing consumer preference for a
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[FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES]

FECS COME INTO PLAY
AS TIER II MALLS TURN
COMMUNITY HUBS
Even as shopping malls strive to lure and retain
customers with a huge blend of shopping, fun, food
and activities, the big bag of retail brands with just
a couple of dining options thrown in is no longer
sufficient enough. This is where the concept of
FECs comes into play. To script a radical change
in the business viability of organised retailing,
consumer connect is imperative and to fuel this
change, a substantial amount of exposure is being
allocated to FEC zones in malls...
By Shopping Centre Bureau

T

ier II and tier III cities are undoubtedly the
future growth engines of the country. The rise in
internet penetration, influence of social media
and growing disposable incomes of the new
generation have essentially ushered in an era of commerce,
resulting in a mall boom in India.
Such is the growing mall culture in India that 34 new
shopping malls, covering 13.6 million sq. ft. area are
expected to come up in top eight cities by the year 2020.
However, with the growth of e-commerce and m-commerce,
malls understood the need to reinvent themselves in order
to offer more than just retail to bring in and retain the
modern consumer. This was especially essential in Tier II
cities, where the penetration of Internet meant people could
access brands that could not physically reach them.
Today’s Tier II consumer is as evolved, educated and
well-travelled as anyone living in a metropolitan city.
He’s demanding and has a high disposable income. To
cater to him, new malls being constructed in smaller
cities are allocating substantial square footage to Family
Entertainment Centres (FECs).Maximising on digital
technology, these malls are improving upon customer
engagement to stimulate footfalls as a business strategy to
boost sales.

IMAGES Shopping Centre Bureau talks to some
top Tier II malls and developers to understand
their FEC policy...
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[SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE]

MALLS TAKE CSR
INITIATIVES TO
THE PEOPLE, RAKE
IN FOOTFALLS FOR
GOOD DEEDS

W

ith the introduction of
mandatory spending on
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) brought on by the
Companies Act 2013, companies in India
and across the world have shifted focus from
anticipating change and understanding the
impact of this change to actually being the
change.
Firms have started gauging the
ramifications of their decisions and activities
on society and the environment, some
even going the extra mile to give back to
their employees, their valued patrons, the
community and the world at large. CSR
activities by malls and brands today is
helping scale customer engagement and
brand popularity.
A handful of international and national
companies have developed solid reputations

Today’s shopping centres have transformed into
community hubs of sorts, playing an important role
in the development of the activities of its catchment
area. From taking care of recreational needs to getting
people involved in various initiatives planned for the
betterment of society, shopping malls understand their
social responsibility and work towards being socially
responsible. Shopping Centre News decodes the concept
of Corporate Social Responsibility in India and how malls
in India are abiding by it...
By Zainab S Kazi

for being do-gooders and turning their
success into an opportunity to help others.
One such mall in Mumbai is Inorbit.
When it rains in Mumbai, there is no
respite. Where the city is in a rush to find
a safe haven to save themselves from the
downpour, the city’s traffic cops stay put
diligently performing their duties to ensure
smooth movement of vehicles to keep the
roads as clutter free as possible. How often
does one really give a thought about these
traffic management champions braving the
endless showers and getting drenched to the
core? Recently, Inorbit Mall in Mumbai came
forward to present raincoats to the team
officials headquartered in Kalamboli, Navi
Mumbai.
Kishore Bhatija, Managing Director Real Estate Development, K Raheja Corp.
said, “The effort put in by our traffic police

during these times is commendable and we
are indeed thankful for their selfless work in
maintaining road safety. Our small gesture
is a salute to the spirit of the protectors of
Mumbai.”
To this, Sunil Lokhande, Deputy
Commissioner of Traffic Police said, “We
appreciate the efforts of corporates coming
forward to assist our men in uniform. We are
committed to performing our duties whether
rain or sunshine no matter what the weather
conditions, but these initiatives ease the
process.”
Many more malls are taking it upon
themselves to serve the community with
gestures that indeed matter. Take for instance
the recent celebration of Kargil Diwas by
Select CITYWALK. The mall has been
actively undertaking initiatives to celebrate
the day and simultaneously pay homage to

